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PREFACE

This booklet is one of a series of seven used in the Thirteen

College Curriculum Physical Science Course. The series includes:

"The Nature of Physical Science",

"Chemistry" - Part I - A Macroscopic View",

"Chemistry" - Part II - A Microscopic View",

"Chemistry" - Part III - The Organic Molecule",

"The Conservation Laws - Momentum and Energy",

"Optics", and

"The Gas Laws and Kinetic Theory".

Each unit is designed to be self-contained. It starts with a

fundamental concept and develops it in a spiral fashion through a hierarchy

--of levels. Each level contains the development of at least one fundamental

idea frou empirical data obtained in the laboratory, the demonstration

of the utility of the concept, and a natural termination point. By virtue

of their self-containment, a given unit may be interchanged in a course

sequence with almost any other; consequently, a teacher constructs his

course around the sequence of units that best suits his own interests and

the background of his students.

This booklet itself, however, is not self-contained or complete.

Its effective use is strongly dependent on students' own input and individ-

ual response. Laboratory exercises are designed to place students into

working contact with physical principles that naturally lead them to ask

questions and discover for themselves the hidden laws. Physical concepts

1 9
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and statements of physical laws are arrived at in the laboratory after

careful experimental investigation of physical phenomena and are not

given at the outset of experiments. Consequently, statements of the

physical laws to be studied do not appear in this workbook. They are

derived from laboratory activities. It is essential then that in the

use of this workbook supplementary readings from several sources be

relied on for a background of the history, development, and application

of the concepts encountered in the course of our experimental studies.

Althought it is designed to be used flexibly, this unit has a

consistent format, designed to insure a deliberate and disciplined

approach to an open ended study of the principles of the physical sciences.

Each chapter begins with a brief discussion of the concept to be studied,

raises a series of questions about it, and outlines the rationale for an

investigation. On occasion, detailed experimental procedures are suggested;

though in the main, the details of the experimental design are left to the

students and his instructor. Answers to the experiments are not given.

Each student must supply his own. During classroom presentation and discussion

of these results general patterns will be cited and physical laws identified.

At the end of each chapter, questions, problems;, and extensions to activities

are offered to assist the students in assessing their progress and the value

of the concepts they have encountered.

It is our hope that students and teachers alike will find the'use

13
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these materials a challenging and rewarding experience that leads to a

deeper insight into the laws and practices of science and the process

of education.

14
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I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Most of the compounds considered in the unit "Chemistry Part I" are classified

as inorganic compounds and their chemistry comprises a major division

of the field of chemistry. Another major branch of chemist y involves

the study of a class of compounds called organic compounds. These two

classes of compounds are antithetical, for every known compound falls into

either one or the other class. Consequently, a well rounded study of the

principles of chemistry is not complete without a consideration of both.

A precise and unerring definition that distingUishes them has been hard to

core by; chemists pursued the matter for centuries. The first attempts to

construct a classification scheme that distinguishes between them was based

on a study of living tissue. All living tissue contains substances whose

chemistry differs from that of. non-living matter. The substances found in

living ratter were called organic and those in non-living matter, inorganic.

The implications of this rule were extended and it was postulated that all

organic compounds are the products of living organisms. The rule was a good

rule of thumb; but the generalization was too broad`; it was disproVen in

1828. fihler produced urea, an organic compound, in the laboratory by

evaporating an aqueous solution of an inorganic salt called ammonium acetate.

Since Olen millions of other compounds have been produced from non-living

mdtter and identified organic compounds.



Although organic compounds are not solely the Product of life, they

are vital to life on this planet. Without organic compounds, the earth

would be somewhat like the barren surface of the moon. All life would

disappear. We would lose the essentials for sustaining life: our food,

our medicine, and our clothes. In the table below are listed some of the

more familiar organic substances. Of the substances listed, some - such

as benzene,phenol, wood alcohol, and acetic acid are pure compounds, while

others - such as fats, prot.einn, coal tar, and petroleum - are complex

mixtures.

TABLE I

SOURCE ORGANIC COMPOUND OR MIXTURE

Animals fat, proteins

Plants starch, cellulose

Coal (destructive distillation) coal tar, benzene, phenol, naphthalene

Wood (destructive distillation) wood alcohol, acetone, acetic acid

Petroleum (fractional distillation) cleaner's naptha, gasoline, kerosene,
mineral oil, vaseline

Fermentation processes ethyl alcohol, acetone, butyl alcohol

18
1
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Steps leading to a more exact understanding of these compounds were made

as a result of the advanced techniques and insights of modern chemistry.

One of these steps was the recognition that the element carbon is a prime

ingredient of organic compounds. But this is not the distinguishing cha-

racteristic, for some inorganic compounds also contain carbon. Organic

compounds are classified as a special group for the most fundamental rea-

son possible, namely, because their patterns of chemical combination (i.

their laws of macroscopic chemistry) are different from those of inorganic

compounds. The scheme used to describe the laws of chemical combination

for inorganic compounds simply does not apply to organic compounds.

As we recall, the law describing the combination patterns of elements as

they form organic compounds is based on the fact that a numerical value

can be assigned to each element to represent its 'combination tendency'

with other elements. A simple accounting procedure can be set up that

enables us to use the numbers to predict which elements will combine'to

form compounds. It is important that each element behaves so consistent-

ly that we can use a single valence (sometimes two, but rarely more) for

an element. As a consequence, any two elements combine with one another

to form only one or two distinct compounds.

For organic comounds this is not so. Hydrogen alone combines with carbon

to form such an innumerable variety of organic compounds that these com-

pounds,comprise a special class worthy of its own study. They form an

indeterminate number of compounds. In each one the relative valence of

the two elements is different. There is no more dramatic way that these

comounds may announce the inadequacy of a valence scheme to describe their

behavior.

13
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II. THE CHEMICAL 60ND

A. THE STRUCTURE OF THE ATOM

What is the key to a scheme that describes the chemistry of otganic com-

pounds? How do we find it? In order to gain some insight, we study the

details of the mechanism for the chemical bond, for it determines the pat=

terns with which atoms combine.

We begin with a brief study of the structure of the atom and the details

of the bond for inorganic compounds.

Basic Features of the Atom

1. Atoms are made up of a nucleUs containing positively charged particles
called protons surrounded with an equal number of negatively charged
particles called electrons. Because the atom contains an equal number
of positive and negative charges, it is said to have a "net or neutral"

charge.

2. Electrons are bond to the nucleus of the atom by electrical forces.

3. The electrons are in constant motion about the nucleus.

4. The principles of quantum mechanics require the motion of two electrons
to become correlated when they are brought sufficiently near each other.

B. THE IONIC BOND

The ionic bond is responsible for the patterns displayed by the inorganic

compounds. It is the simplest type of chemical bond and the easiest, to under-

stand. This bond is accomplished by an exchange of electrons between two

atoms. Each atom is composed of equal amounts of negative and positive

charge. If an electron is transferred from one atom to the other, a charge

imbalance is created between the originally neutrally charged atoms. The

atom receiving the electron has an excess negative charge and the atom

losing the electron has an excess positive charge and the electrical force is
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created that binds the atoms together.

In a word 'Electron Transfer" is the key to ionic bonding.

THE COVALENT BOND

1. Brief Summary

The covalent bond which holds organic compounds together is a little

more complicated. The electrical forces between the electrons of one

atom and the nucleus of an adjacent atom also play an important role

in the covalent bond. However, the electrons that create a covalent

bond between atoms are not permanently transferred from one atom to

another but are equally 'shared' between the atoms. Moreover, while

the ionic bond depends solely on the effects of electrical forces,

the covalent bond incorporates an additional and very unusual mecha-

. nism. This mechanism has no counterpart in the world of everyday things

because it is a vantumeffect and thus, restricted to behavior of mat-

ter on an atomic scale. The effects of this unusual phenomenon, none-

theless, can be given an interpretation in terms of everyday phenomena

that makes it a little less mysterious.

All of the complicated details of the process aside, "electron sharing

is the key to the covalent bond.

2. Detailed Study

The first question we must answer is j'How may atoms, which haVe a net

neutral charge, attract one another?". As we have seen above, the

covalent bond is accomplished without a permanent transfer of charges

which leaves atoms (or ions as they are called when they lose or gain

electrons) charged. One would think that two atoms that have a net

2' _1
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neutral charge could not attract one another because the electrical

forces acting on the negative and positive charge of an atom would cancer We

find, hoever, this is not so. Close inspection shows the strength of the

electrical forces depend on the separation between the charged particles. If

_ .... _

the charged particles of an atom are appropriately arranged a force results

which may be either attractive or repulsive, depending on the spatial arrange-

ment of the charges. As an illustration of how this occurs, consider figure

1 in which we represent two atoms each, composed of a single electron and a

singly charged positive nucleus. To analyze the electrical forces between

these two atoms we employ Coulomb's law of electrostatics which states that-

the magnitude of the force of attraction (or repulsion) between two charges

is proportional to the product of the magnitude of the charges and inversely

proportional to the square of the distance between the charges. Attraction'

occurs between two bodies of unlike charges and repulsion occurs between

two bodies of like charge. Mathematically the law is represented by the

equation

F ql q2

where F is the magnitude force of attraction (or repulsion), ql is the

magnitude of total electrical charge on one body, q2 is the magnitude

of the total electrical charge on the other, and :r is the distance between

the charged bodies.

2')
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In figure 1 we have diagrammed the forces acting on each charged particle

within the atoms due to the charged particles within the adjacent atom. (There

is a force of attraction between the two oppositely charged particles of an

atom but that is so strong that it binds them together. We represent its

effects by drawing a double line between the electron and its nucleus

to indicate that they remain together because of this internal force.] The

length and direction of the arrows above represent the magnitude and direc-

tion of the electrical force on the electron and nucleus of atom A caused

by the individual charges within atom B. The symbols used to designate

these forces describe the source of the forces. For example, the symbol

Fe represents the force on the electron of atom A by the electron on atom B.
eB

Because the magnitude of the charges on the electrons and nuclei of the atoms

represented above are the same (only the sign of the charges differ), we

may ignore them as a constant factor in comparing the.magnitudes of the

forces described above. We need consider only the effects of the dif-

ferent separations between the charges.

Because the nucleus of atom B is closer to the electron of atom A than is

the electron of atom B, the force of attraction by the nucleus on electron

B is larger than the force of repulsion of the electron of atom B on the

electron on atom A.

Mathematically we may express this by the inequality

Fe

nB eB

24
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The total force acting on the electron is Pe - Fe
nB

In a similar fashion we may conclude that the force of repulsion on the

nucleus of atom B is larger than the force of attraction on nucleus A by

the electron on atom B, or mathematically,

n n
FnB ,FeB

the total force acting on the nucleus is FnB - Feir

Because of the direction in which the forces act, the electron on atom A

is attracted to atom B, while the nucleus of atom A is repelled away from

atom B.

In order to decide whether the total force acting on atom A is attractive

e
or repulsive we must compare the magnitude of the forces FnB - FeB

and FnB F eB'
To do this, we must consult the formula

which gives the precise magnitude of these forces, namely the mathematical

expression for Coulombs Law.

The easiest way to compare the differences between these forces is to draw

a graph which represents the magnitude of the force between two charged ob-

jects as a function of the distance between them as shown in figure 2 .

As is indicated in figure 2, the length of the vertical arrows

represent the electrical forces FnB, FeB , etc. The magnitude of

the force , (FnB FeB) is represented by the difference in the length

of the first two adjacent vertical lines and the magnitude of the force

F
nB

F
eB

is represented by the difference in length of the se-

cond and third vertical lines.
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Because the vertical lines representing the forces are equally spaced, we

e e n
F

Bn
-F

Be
',1FnB -FeB . Use of thecan easily see that

geometrical principle tells us that because the vertical lines are equally

spaced, the difference between their lengths would be equal if th r! tops of

the lines could be connected by a straight line. But since the line con-

e e n n
necting the tops bend upward we may conclude that F

nB
- F

eB / FnB `

Thus-we see thaJLthe-ferce of attraction onthe electron is greater than

the force of repulsion on the nucleus. Hence, the net force on atom A by

the charges on atom B namely

( Fe - Fe
n n

n6 eB - FeB

is attractive.

Analysis similar to that used above may be employed to determine tliE to-

tal forces acting between neutrally charged systems with various orienta-

tions. In figure 3 we illustrate various relative positions that

charged systems may take with respect to one another ati4 show the direc-

tion of the resulting forces.

It is clear from the results of the preceeding problem, how two objects

with an equal balance of electrical charge may have attractive electrical

forces between them if their electrical charges are appropriately arranged.

Moreover we see that the force can be repulsive as well as attractive. It

would he reasonable to guess that,atoms covalently bound assume an arrange-

ment similar to one of those above. Unfortunately the nature of the covalent

bond is not so simple; there is an additional complication. In the situa-

tion represented above the charged part:,.cles must remain fixed in the posi-

tion= shown if there is to be a Nc't electrical force between them. However,

2?
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Figure 3 - .Electrical Forces Between Adjacent Atoms as a Function of The

Electrons' Position

Total Force of B on A

A

Total Force of B on A .

(e)

(b)

.4111

(c)
Total
Force
of
B on A

(d)

A

A

Total Force of A on B
-4*-

B

Tot41-Force,of-k,on-B,,,,...

Total Force Total Force
of of

B on. A A on B

A

Total
Force

A on B

B

B

In (a) and (d) of fi,to 3 the total electrical forces are attractive,

while forces betwc-:en the system in (b) and (c) are repulsive. Whether

the two atom'; attract or repPJ them is a matter of the charge arrangccient.

2 8
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the negatively charged particles of an atom, the electrons, do not remain

fixed but move in orbits around the positively charged nucleus. In order

that there will always be a net attractive force between the two atoms, the

electrons of both atoms must adjust themselves as they move around their

nucleue so that they always maintain an arrangement that results in a net

attractive force. To see how this is possible, consider figUre 4

which represents the orientation of the electrons of two adjacent atoms at

four different times as the electrons travel around their own nucleus.

An analysis of the electron forces on the components of each atom shows

that in each of the arrangements shown in figure 4 , there is a net force

of attraction between the two atoms. Hence, in order for the systems to

be correctly arranged at all times so that there is an attractive force be-

tween them in spite of the motion of their electrons, the motion of the

electrons must be synchronized.

3. The Notion of Shared Electrons

The correlated "ction of the electrons about their nuclei is the basic in-

gredient in the phenomenon of covalent bonding. However, to complete our

model, we must consider an additional factor, one which leads to the notion

that electrons are shared between two atoms that are covalently bound.

Because of the net attractive forces of the adjacent atom oz an electron

when it is between'the two nuclei, it moves closer to the neighboring nucleus.

But because of the effects of its motion about its own nucleus it soon swings

back to the opposite side of its own nucleus. Similarly the electron of

the other atom swings closer to the nucleus of the adjoining atom when it

is between the two nuclei. As a result, the orbits of the electron become

more egg shaped than circular. They spend as much time near one nucleus

2J
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Figure 4 - Successive Stases of the Position of the Electrons Around Two

Adjacent Atoms Bound By Attractive Electrical Forces

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

0=0 0=0

The four figures above represent successive stages of the mo-

tion of the electrons around their nuclei. At each stage the total electri-

cal force between them is attractive.

30
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as near the other and it becomes convenient to describe them as being 'shared"

between the two atoms.

4. Covalent Bonding in a Nutshell

A simplified pictute'of covalent bonding would be that the electron arrange-

ment between two atoms switches back and forth between'the arrangements shown

below

(a)

(b)

Each of the arrangements above resembles an ionic bonding arrangement. But

the fact that the electrons are in the next instance transferred to the other

nucleus reverses the ownership of the electrons while still maintaining an

arrangement of attraction. We may say that the bonding is due to a coopern-

tive sharing of electrons.

31
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III. THE PATTERNS OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

A. INTRODUCTION

One of the wonders of the law that descril. e patterns of inorganic che-

mistry is its simplicity. Although the formation of a compound is the re-

sult of complicated interactions between atoms, only the simplest aspects

of the physical phenomenon are reflected in the law. For .:ample, as we

have seen, the ionic bond is created as a result of forces between the elec-

trically charged constituents of atoms. Although the details of tha pro-

cess are complicated the net effect is simple. Electrons are transferred'

from one atom to another creating a charged imbalance and, hence, an elec-

trical force to bind the atoms together. The valences that we assign atom!,

to represent their combining tendency turns out to be simply a measure of

the number of electrons loSt or gained in the transfer process. The fact

that the total valence of an ionic compound $s zero is a reflection of the

fact that the number of electrons lost by one atom equals the number of

electrons gained by the other. Thus, the simplicity of the" statement of

the law is a reflection of the existence of a simple daicription for the
4,1 .J 1 / L

physical mechanism responsible for the bonding process.

We may expect that the same is true for organic comvounds. If there is :I

simple law that describes the patterns with which eli7:71ents combine to form

organic compounds, it must bear a din.ct relation to simple, accnrate dr

scription of the organic bond. The sLue,y'in-chapter II, showed that thc cf

valent bond does have a simple interpretation, it is formed as the result

of two atoms sharim; electrons.

3
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In this chapter we exploit this simple interpretation of the covalent bond

to establish a law that describes the patterns of organic chemistry. To

simplify our study we restrict ourselves to an investigation of the simplest

class of organic compounds, the hydrocarbons, which are composed of only hy-

drogen and carbon. In the light of what we learned about the covalent bond

we will assume that an organic molecule composed of hydrogen and carbon atoms

is formed according to the following rules:

1 Instead of transferring its electrons, the carbon atom will share
its four electrons with neighboring atoms. The four electrons
are used because the carbon atom has a tendency to lose or gain
four electrons in forming ionic compounds. We assume this number
is significant for organic compounds as well.

2. Instead of transferring its electron, the hydrogen atom will share
its one electron with neighboring carbon atoms. One electron is
used because the hydrogen atom tends to lose one electron in forming
ionic compounds.

3 We will maintain a faith in nature's preference for order and reg-
ularity and require that the models we construct have a structural_
symmetry.

A STUDY WITH MOLECULAR MODELS

We will search for the patterns of chemical combinations in organic compounds

by using the rules'cited above to generate mechanical models of organic mole-

cules. It is not important that the model bear a close resemblance to the

molecule it represents; for we will be concerned only with the broad features

of the molecule such as the ratio of carbon and hydrogen atoms that it con-

tains. The value of our rules depend on whether or not they can be used

to predict the patterns with which atoms combine to form compounds.

33
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EXPERIMENT I -A STUDY OF MOLECULAR MODEM OF THE HYDROCARBONS

EQUIPMENT: Five 3/4" diameter styrofoam balls.
,Twelve 1/2" diameter styrofoam balls,
One box of tooth picks.
One set of organic information cards.

PROCEDURE: -Using the rules below, construct as many models of molecules

as you can containing:

(a) one Carbon atom
(b) two carbon atoms
(c) three carbon atoms.

Rules for Constructing Models

(i) Each carbon atom (represented by 3/4" balls) is con-
nected to its neighbors by four bonds (tooth picks).
It can have up to four neighbors in satisfying this
rule.

(ii) Each hydrogen atom (represented by 1/2" balls) is
connected to its neighbors by one bond (tooth pick).

(iii) The molecular model must contain at least one of each
type of atom.

(iv) The molecular model must have an overall symmetry.

when a model is constructed obeying these rules; draw a picture of the struc-

ture and record the chemical formula that represents it. In order to check

whether your models represents (have the same number of hydrogen and carbon

atoms as) a real compound, a reference source containing listings of the

chemical formulas of the hydrocarbons should be consulted. In addition to

the chemical formula of the hydrocarbons the reference should contain infor-

mation about the compounds such as their names and some of their chemical

properties. The ISE Organic Compound Information Cards are recommended for

this purpose. These cards contain the following information for each hydro-

carbon molecule with up to five carbon atoms:
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(i) The chemical formula

(ii) The name of the compound, if it exists.

Some of the hydrogen -u. )'son combinations that satisfy

the rules for a 4a1. del do not represent existing
compounds under H

ordinary laboratory 40,C = C = C = Or
conditions such as: H IbH

These compounds and the fact that they do not exist
should be recorded also.

(iii) Important properties or uses..,

Each time you discover a molecular model that represents a real hydrocarbon

molecule, record all of the information about the compound contained on the

information card.

Carry out your investigation in steps. Find all of the molecules with one

carbon atom first. When these have been exhausted construct all of the models

you can utth tuo carbon atoms, etc.
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C. EXTRACTING PATTERNS FROM EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Given the experimental data you collected in the above experiment, you

are in a position to begin looking for patterns among them. We shall be

searching for-tegularities in the molecular structure and chemical proper-

ties: of these compounds that enable us to predict:

a. the existence of other compounds.

b. the way they behave in chemical reactions.,

For this is the purpGse of chemical lawn,

To assist LIE, we have collected three types of information:

a. information on their molecular structure

b. some of their chemical reactions

c. the nomenclature scheme chemists use to designate them

By and large the nomenclature scheme may be treated on the same basis as

the data on their chemical properties. Chemists often devise systems to

name compounds that reflect their chemical properties. Thus we may treat

all of the data above as if it were empirical data obtained in the labora-

tory given to us by professional chemists who have performed experiments.

For example, once discovering a new compound we could ask a chemist to do

experiments and determine some of the chemical properties of the compound

and give us the chemical equation describing; his results. In this way wt:

would obtain the chemical formulas given on the information cards. Similar-

ly we could ask him to perform other experiments that would enable him to

classify the compounds according to some scheme. After he does this he

would likely name the comi,ouruk to 'reflect: similarities in their che7ica

properties; Thu:' we would obtain the namc!s of the compounds cfl o have the't

on the inforntiou cw,rds. Our problem um) is to relate this informtion to

3G
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the structural properties of these compounds and search for patterns among

them.

1. Chemical classes

Assuming that chemists have given the compounds names with some scheme in

mind, we begin a search for a pattern among these names. A comparison of

the endings of the names of the compounds shows that all the compounds found

in either -ane, -ene, or -yne.

PROBLEM 1: List all of the reaction equations for the hydrocarbons found so

far. Substitute names for the chemical formulas in the reaction equation.

For example, the equation:

CH4 + H2 No Reaction

reads:

Methane + Hydrogen yields no reaction

Since we are searching for similarities among compounds with the same end-

ings in their names, it may be helpful to rewrite the chemical reaction equa-

tions once more, this time omitting the prefixes. Search for a pattern a-

mong the results.

2. Patterns within a chemical class

PROBLEM 2:List the compounds within the same class vertically in order of
increasing number of carbon atoms and label them with their names.
What patterns do you notice in the use of prefixes?

3. Regularities. Among Chemical Formulas of Compounds Within a Class.

PROBLEMS 3: Assuming a valence of +1 for hydrogen, compute the valence for
carbon in all of the compounds found. Assuming a valence of
-4 for carbon, compute what the valence must be for hydrogen in
all of the compounds found. Discuss the value of a valence as
an aid in predicting the occurrence of these compounds.

3 '?
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PROBLEM 4:List the chemical formula of the compounds of the alkane class

in order of increasing number of carbon atoms. Construct an

ordered pair of numbers from the formulas of each to represent

the number of carbon and hydrogen atoms in each compound. Search

for a relation between pairs of succeeding numbers. Use this

pattern to predict the.formulas.for the next largest alkane com-

pound. For example, let us assume the formula for methane, e-

thane, and propane are:

CH2, C2113, C3H4

(Note: These are not the correct formulas for these compounds.

We are using them merely as an example.)

PROBLEM 5:Predict the names for each of the compounds with four carbon a-
toms you found above. Experimentally, check the validity of
your theoretical predictions by consulting the information cards.

PROBLEM 6:After identifying the chemical formula for the fourth alkane, the
third alkene, and the third alkyne, add these to the series of
formula and try to construct a general. mathematical formula that
relates the number of carbon atoms to the number of hydrogen a-
toms, so that once the number of carbon atoms is known, we can
predict the number of hydrogen atoms that will combine Nth it,
For example, in the hypothetical series given above in problem
4 each term in the series:

CH2, C3H4, C4H5,

may be represented by the formula:

CON4.1

This is a mathematical way of saying that &Yr each of the compounds
in this series the number of hydrogen atoms is always one more than
the number of carbon atoms.

PROBLEM 7:Repeat the process described in problem 6 to find the general
chemical formulas representing compounds of the alkene class.

Find the general chemical formula for alkynes.

PROBLEM 8:Using these general formulas, predict the name and chemical
formula of the:

38

alkane with 5 carbon atoms

alkene with 5 carbon atoms

alkyne with 5 carbon atoms

Check your results experimentally by consulting the information
cards.
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4. Molecular Structural Similarities of Compounds,within Chemical Classes.

According to the patterns discussed above, there are two features common to

compounds within the same class.

(a) They have similar chemical reations.

(b) The number of hydrogen atoms and the number of carbon atoms in
a given compound is related in a way that can be described by a
mathematical formula.

S

It would be useful if we could identify other structural similarities among

compounds in the same chemical olass, since geometry, and structure has been

the key that has enabled us to make progress so far.

PROBLDI 9: Study the models representing the molecular structure of the al-
kanes, alkenes, and alkynes: Search for structural similarities
within chemical classes and differences between chemical classes.

According to the instructions above we would then lorm pairs of
numbers of carbon and hydrogen atoms in each compound, thus ob-
taining:

CH2, C2H3, C3H4

(1,2) (2,3) (3,4)

These pairs of numbers have a very. simple relationship namely,
that the number of hydrogen atoms is always 1 more than the num-

ber of carbon atoms. Hence, an (hypothetical) alkane with four
carbon atoms would have the formula C4H5 if this pattern were the
same for all compounds in the alkane class.

Repeat the above process for the alkenes.

Repeat the above process for the alkynes.

After completing the above study, it is reasonable to ask, "How closely do

our models resemble real_molecules?" Have. we generated the correct patterns

purely out of luck? Or' is the fact that our model generates the correct

numerical patterns to describe the combination of hydrogen-carbon atoms an

indication that our model contains most of the essential features of real

Molecules? We can answer this only by appealing to further study.
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Experimental evidence obtained by chemists shows that the patterns are no

accident and the alkanes do share one electron between carbon atoms, the

alkenes share two electrons between a pair of carbon atoms, and the alkynes

share three electrons between a pair of carbon atoms. Our faith in the

model as an accurate representation of real organic molecules is vindicated.
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D. A SHORT SUMMARY OF INFORMATION ON

THE HYDROCARBON CLASSES

Fill in the names and graphic representations in tables

II, III, and IV.

Table II - Some Alkancs

nolecular Formula Graphic; RepresenraLiun

Cl
4

C H,
2 6

c311

C
4
H
10

C It
5 12

41



Table III Some Alkenes

Molecular Formula

CH24

C
3

H
6

Graphic Rearesentatina

C
4

H
8

C H
5 10

..
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Table IV - Some Alkynes

Tifolecular Forruln Craj2hic ilc-oresent nr

C II
2 2

C 34

C
4 6

C
5

II
8

43
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E. PROBLEMS

1. Group the following compounds into alkanes, alkenes, alkyres:

(a)

H H

C

H H

/

(d)

a

II - C = C H

(b) (c)

H H H H H

/ I I I

C C H- C- C- C- II

/ I I I
H H H It II

(e) (f)

11 H H H II II

% I 1 I I I

C C - C - H H- C- C-
I 1 I

H H II

2. Name the followin compo.dnds:

H

(a)

C/
H H

If

(d)

H C C- H

(b) (c)

H H II II H

/ 1 I 1

CC _ H - C - C C li

/ 1 1 I I
H H H II H

(e)

II H H

I

C=C -C-H
1

H H

H H II

I I I

H -C-C-C-C
1 1 I

If 11, If
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3. Which of the following compounds obeys bonding.rulcs that arc not

consistent with that found in the hydrocarbons?

(a) (b)

11 C

(d)

C C/
C C

(g)

C H C

H C H

I
H

(e)

H -C:C=C: H

(c)

H H

C

H 11

(f)

H H
I I

c c

H 11

H C 11

ti

(h) (i)
11c

C C.1 C

1 I \
H H H 11 C C :{

t II

H / 11

C

4. Give the chcmical formulas for the compounds whose stvucturra for-,1

arc given in problr:m # 1.
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5. Give the structural formulas for the fol'owing compounds.

6,

(a) C H
2 4

(b) C
2
H
6

(c) C H
3 8

(d) C H
3 4

(e) C
2
H
I

Identify the hydrocarbon class to which the, following-compounds

belong:

(a) C
2
H
4

(b) C2 H6

(c) 03118

(d) C11
3 4

(e) C H
2 2

7. Name each of Op compounds listed below

(a) C
2
H
4

(b) C H
2 6

(c) C
3
H
8

(d) C
3
H
4

(e) C
2
H
2

Complete the following reaction equations

(a) Aikeucs + H
2
=--7) ?

(b) + H2

(c) Alkync H
2

?

46
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"ORGANIC RUMMY"

a CHEMISTRY CARD GAME

As a means of engaging students in a practice of some of the

important rules of organic chemistry,a card game has been devised and is

described below. The main features are:

(a) Students are given a chance to display their knowledge
of organic chemistry and at the same time learn more.

(b) They are able to engage in a creative exchange Of
scientific ideas in a friendly spirit of competition
usually reserved only for professional scientists.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CARDS

A deck of "ORGANIC RUNNY" CARDS contains different kinds of cards,

Each is shown below

(a)

Tcl
(b) (c)

Each card represents an.aton, and an arrangement of bonds.

47
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By arranging a proper set of these cards it is possible to construct represent-

ations of hydrocarbon molecules. A few of these arrangements are shown below:

methane (CH
4
)

ethene (C2H4)

ethyne (C
2
H
2

)
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OBJECT OF THE GAME

The object of the game is for each player to arrange his cards to

represent molecules which will enable him to total the most number of points.

The rules for points are given below.

RULES

:r4

1. Each player is dealt -7 cards to begin the game.

2. A single deck contains 90 cards. Any number of players may
play. If more than four players are engaged in a same.two decks
should be combined.

3. The player to the left of the dealer begins the play. He may
either "spread" a compound [i.e. arrange his cards on the table
face up so that they represent a valid hydrocarbon compound] or
he may pass his chance to "spread" and instead draw a card
from the deck [placed face down in the center of the table] in
an attempt to improve his hand.

4. Each player receives a fixed point value'for his compound spread
according to the scheme given below.

5. In addition to the base point value of his spread a player has
a chance to total extra points by identifying pertinent facts
about the compound his spread represents. Specifically he is
given the following points for identifying the features:

(a) chemical class
(b) name
(c) chemical formula
(d) some property or use
(e) one of its chemical reactions

4 5

5 points
10 points
5 points
5 points

10 points
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Spread I

34

H

C

20 - carbon atoms

5 - Class (alkane)
10 - Name (methane)
5 - Formula (cH4r.
5 - (property) Gas. at room temperature
5 - Reaction (CH

4
+ H

2
mill=g1b No Reaction)

Total score so 50 points

80 - Carbons Atoms

5 - Class (Alkyne)
10 - Name (Butyne)
5 - Formula (C

4
11
6
)

- Property?
10 - Reaction:- Butyne +2H2 Butano

Total score 8.110

4
r.

5 0
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6. When spreading his compound each player must record all
identification information on a sheet of paper to accompany
the spread. All information is subject to scrutiny by other
players. On questions of the validity of identification of
information the "Handbook of Chemistry and Physics" should be
consulted.

7. After spreading a compound, the player then draws from the deck
numbers of cards equal to those he spread to repleniah his
hand.

8. The game is complete when:

(a)a player has spread all his cards and there are no more
available in the deck. This player goes "out" and the
game ends.

(b) the deck is exhaused and each player after having a
chance to make a spread from the remaining cards in his
hand can spread no more.

9. At the end of the game, each player totals the number of cards
in his hand and multiplies by 5, then subtracts this score from

his game total as a penalty.

10. If a player has gone "out" to end the game, he multiplies his
last spread score by two, as a bonus.

11. The player with the highest score at the end of the game wins.

Variations

There are many possible variations to these rules. Players may

couple to play partners and design features in the rules that enable them to

benefit from one another's card strength. Rules may be designed to approximate

the "contract" playing of bridge or pinochle. Even a game of "Organic Solitare"

can be designed. Students should be invited to try their imagination 'at con-

structing somta of these variations.
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Bonus Cards

In order to increase the frequency with which compounds with large molec-

ular structures are introduced into the game, a group of bonus cards are

added to the deck. The cards contain represenLations of fragments of large

molecules. Several are shown below.

---

H H H H H H

I I

C C C -c -C

11 H H H

These cards are used along with other cards to complete a molecular structure.

For example, the three-card spread below represents a, molecule of propane
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IV. THE ROLE OF THE CHEMICAL BOND
IN DETERMINING CHEMICAL PROPERTIES'

A. INTRODUCTION

The spatial configurations of its covalent bonds is a pivotal property of

the organic molecule. We have built a model on this principle that has

been very effective in assisting us in deciphering -codes ai,d relations hid-

den among laws of organic chemistry.

In this section we will rely on our molecular model to help us understand

the role of the chemical bond in determining the outcome of chemical reac-

tions. The model we have developed enables us to determine possible out-

comes of chemical reactions. It remains, however, for us to identify the

properties of molecules that determine the probable outcome of chemical

reactions. For example, by using; the rules of covalent bonding to rearrange

the bonding pitterns alone,we can predict several possibilities, but we cannot

predict wh'rh one occurs in the laboratory.

(a)
C C

H

+ [C1 -C1i "'"'' C C

H "". H H °- Cl

1

(b)

C u C
H

(c)
C C

.4% H

Cl -C1

ci-61 -) H H

H -C-C- H

Cl C1
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Each of the three reactions is theoretically possible, i.e. they satisfy

our fundamental rules for covalent bonding. But they are all different and

they do not occur with equal probability. Usually only one occurs under nor-

mal la.,oratory conditions. Nature chooses which by evoking some new rule,

for all three equations obey all the rules we have discovered so far. The

object of this chapter is to find that rule. Totdo this, we must resort

to reviewinc additional and some new experimental evidence.

B. DEVELOPING A NEW RULE

1. Gathering Evidence

It is reasonable to begin by reviewing the set of reaction equations we

have acquired so far about the compounds. For convenience we have listed

all of these below: CH4 + H
2

No Reaction

C
2
H
2
+ H

2

C2H4 + H2

C
2
H
6
+ H

2 .

CH + H
3 8 2

C H + H
3 4

H2

C H + H
3 6 2

C H + H
4 g 2

CH + H
4 4 2

C H + H
4 10 2

CH + H
4 6 2

C H + H
5 12 2

C H + H
5 10 2

C H'+ H
5 8 2

C
5
H
4
+ H

2

ommeO>

C
2
H
4

C H
2 6

No Reaction

i) No Reaction

i) C
3
H
6

i) C H
3 8

i) C H
4 10

i) C H
4 6

4)0
No Reaction

C
4
H
8

No Reaction

i) C
5 12

C H
5 10

;) C
5
H
6
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PROBLE: Draw the structural equivalent of each of the equations listed
and search for patterns of similarity among them.

2. Stating the Rule

PROBLEM: Construct a rule that sums up these effects so that someone who
does not know the results could predict them using your rule.

3. Appiyin; the Rule

PROBLEn: Apply your rule to predict the outcome of the reaction.

Ethene +Br
2

PROBLEM Use the covalent bond\model and the new rule devised above to pre-
dict the reaction products in the reactions shown below:

a) [ H-C=C-H + [HC1]

-
H H H
1 1

1

b) H -C-C-CC-C-H + H- Br
1 1 1 1 1

H H -H H H
Ow.

c)

1

11 -C-H

H I H

1

H C

1 1

H H

H-C-H

1

5r

- Cl
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4. Interpreting the Rule

The rule we have developed has proven to be a very useful one. If we were

to make a simple interpretation of these results,we could postulate that

during chemical reactions between organic molecules, the weakest covalent

bond breaks and is made available for accepting new atoms:

This is an intriguing interpretation, but the fact that a bond between the

two carbon atoms that share the most bonds is the one to break'implies it

is the weakest. Such an interpretation runs counter to our intuition. It

would seem more natural for two atoms that share the most electrons to have

the strongest bond. This would be true if the bonds did not interact with

one another. But because of the electrical nature of the bonds, this is

not the case. One can demonstrate this effect using mechanical models. In

section F of Chapter IV a physical model is described that illustrates this.

That model is based on the use of magnetic instead of electrical forces but

the principle is the same.

PROBLEM: Construct a model of the ethyne, ethene, and ethane molecules and
indicate the spatial distribution of the.:::T electrical charges. Re-
view the magnetic model in section F. Construct a similar model
based on electrical forces to predict the relative strength of
the carbon-carbon bonds in these molecules.

Use your model to explain why it is reasonable that carbon mole-
cules are not found to be composed of two carbon atoms (i.e., C2).
Note that this structure is consistent with our rules which state
that the carbon atom must share four electrons with neighboring
atoms.
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C. CHEMICAL' ACTIVITY

1. The Concept

One of the fundamental ideas introduced in our study of inorganic compounds

was that of the relative activity of elements. Chemical activity was de-

fined as 4 measure of the tendency of an atom to break old bonds and form

,new ones. This concept, along with an empirical measure of chemical acti-

vity, is useful in enabling us to predict the results of chemical reactions.

A similar concept can be introduced which will enable us to relate the re-

action properties of organic compounds. In general terms, chemical activi-

ty is a measure of the ease with which chemical bonds are broken. This

can be verified experimentally.

PROBLE1: On the basis of the previous sections predict the relative chcmic1

activities of ethane, ethene, and ethyne. List them in ordor of

of increa3in chemical activity.

2. An EzDerimontn1 Study_

A study of*chemical reactions in inorganic chemistry shows that the grep.t7

the difference in the activities of elements, the greater the ,-.monnt of he:

that is given off in a reaction between them. We probeed to see if this

principle may be extended to organic compounds. A reasonable study Ln

in order to compare the properties of compounds with different ar_tiJiti,.!.

is tb have each react with the same compound and measure the temperatnc

of each reaction.
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Experiment II - The Relative Activities ofmethwar, Ethene, and F.thyne

Equipment: Cannisters containing samples of methane, ethene, and ethyne
are available in a "Demonstrator Kit" from the local gas
company for a small fee.

Objactve

The.prposc of this experiment is to compare the activities of each
of these compounds by comparing the temperature of its flame.

Rtocedu%L

1. Connect each c:lnuister to a bunsen burner and ignite the gases.

2. Using tongs, heat a pyrex test tube in the ethyne flame until
it melts. Record the heating time so that each heating operz.ti.on
can 1A, fairly co!,1:,..Ired. It is well known that the duration of

re5ults.

3. ir,,fr tube, in the etheue flame uutil it melts.
th,f time needed to melt.

4. heat a third tube in the methane flame. Double or trig'.:.
the t:fiz.e held in the ethene flame as a demonstration that the
pyrex does not wielt in the methane flame.

S. RATe.0- the cl,-m )ntration using three iron nails

.The re:,.ul.;F, are sumrLartzd in table V.

r
cS
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Table V

COMPARISON OF BURNING TEMPERATURE
OF SOME HYDROCARBONS BY HEATING TEST MATERIAL

FLAME COMPOUND TEST MATERIAL EFFECT
on test material

Heating Time

methane pyrex None

4

ethene pyrex Melts

ethyne pyrex Melts

methane Iron None

etene Iron None

ethyne Iron Melts

,

5 5
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Anatoi.4

The first step in analyzing our experimental results is to write chemical

equations for theburning reaction. The common phenomena of burning is

basically the result of a substance combining with oxygen at high tempera-

tures and-giving-aff heat. This heat in turn maintains a higher temperature.

More oxygen combines with more material and the reaction sustains itself.

PROBLEM:

Draw the structural equivalent of each of the burning reactions below, and
predict the reaction products and show that there are at least two possibi-
lities of reaction products_

ethane + oxygen

ethene + oxygen ---7>

ethyne + oxygen

[Note: Oxygen atoms form covalent bonds with one another to form
molecules with the formula 0

2!
]

These problems may be solved by utilizing the nomenclature scheme for these

nompounds and the rules of covalent bonding. For example, using the nomen-

clature rule the equation:

methane + oxygen

translates to its structural equivalent given below.
r

1-1

N /
C

H H

G ll

0 0
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If the carbon combines with the oxygen, there are several possibilities,

two of which are:

and

C

H/. H

H H

H H

1-1 r
+ [0 c r]+[ll - +LH -

It turns out that in the second case, there is a further reduction; the

hydrogen molecules are freed and other oxygen molecules combine to form water

so that the total reaction is usually written as:

-

H H

+ 12(0 41"4.[C1 a C 0

H/ Hi

There are even more possibilities for the reactions involving ethane, ethane,

and ethyne. This is another practical illustration of the.need for other

laws rc.Rarding chemical reactions if we are to be able to make reasonable :lnd
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accurate predictions about their outcome.

In this instance we rely on empirical evidence. The results

of chemical analysis of these reactions shows that the major products are

CO
2

and water. Thus, the correct solutions to the equations are:

C
2
H
4
+ 30 2 > 2C0

2
+ 2H

2
0

2C
2
H
2
+ 50

2
+ 2H

2
0

CH4 + 202 -f-0O2 + 2H20

There is a major ingredient missing from these equationsli.e. the

amount of heat liberated in the process. We provide this by analyzing the

data from the heating demonstration.

Problem:

Using the information from the melting experiments, order the three
reactions in terms of increasing amounts of heat liberated.

The result shows that the heat of the ethyne reaction is greater than.that

of the ethene reaction which in turn is greater than that of the methane

reaction. To accommodate this information we modify the equations repre-

senting the burning reactions to read:

CH4 + 202 sofas) CO2 + 2H20 + (Heat),

C2H4 + 302.ftril 2CO2 + 2H20 +(Heat)2

2C2H2 + 502.0..074CO2 + 2H20 + (Heat)
3

(Heat.) ) (Heat)
'2)

(Heat)
3
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Since the reaction products are the same in each case, it is reasonable to

attribute the difference in heat between them to the c?ifferenee in their

initial products. Thus, if we associate heat liberated with chemical activity,

we have evidence to confirm our earlier prediction i.e. that ethyne is more

active than ethene which is more active than ethane.
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D. ISOMERS

As further evidence of the important role properties such as the

strength of the chemical bond play in determini,:g the chemical properties of

the compound, it is instructive to compare the propertit of a special set

of compounds that are related in a unique way. These are compounds which

have the same chemical formula but have different molecular structure.

Two or more chemical compounds related in this way are called isomers.

For some compounds such as methane, ethane and propane there is only one

possible arrangement of carbon and hydrogen atoms that will satisfy the

valence rules. Butane, on the other hand, may have its four carbon atoms and

ten hydrogen atoms arranged in two different ways:

H H H!III
H -

I

H H H H

H - C - H

H H

I I
H -

1 l 1

H H H

Normal butane

Isobutane

Although these compounds have the same chemical formula, O
4

11

10'
they

have different chemical and physical properties. For example, the boiling:

point of isobutane is 10° C, while that of normal butane is -1° C.

The fundamental concept of isomerism is that two identical sets of

G,1
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atoms ordered in different structural arrangements may have different chemical

and physical properties. Although this may seem difficult to understand at

first, further thought shows this result is consistent with the following

concepts :

(a) The chemical properties of a compound are determined
by the relative ease with which various chemical bonds
are broken.,

(b). There are electrical interactions between bonds. Different
bonds have different strengths.

(c) The strength of a given chemical bond in a molecule is de
pendent on the total structure of that molecule.

The total strength of a given bond is dependent not just on its

imluzdiate envilonment but the total structural arrangement of the molecule.

Consid:)r :411 analogous structure problem with bricks and mortar. If we give

ten different men 1000 bricks and cement and have each build a structure using

all of the bricks, the strength of each structure, and hence the strength of

its weakest bond, is determined by its overall architecture. Certain designs

will collapse under a given weight more easily than others. ThJs is a basic

principle of architectural design. The same principle holds in the architectuYe

of molecular design,only the bricks and the mortar differ.

It is difficult to predict the precise differences in properties of

two isomers, given just the structural difference in the molecules. The

chemical properties of a system is dependent. in a complicated way on its

electronic structure. We may expect only that the compounds should have

different macroscopic properties.

There are ianumcrabl ways in which r;:o molecules may differ

65
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and still remain isomers of one another. -Chemists have found it convenient

to classify some of the differences.

(a) Stituctutat ISomeAZSm

Compounds are structural isomers when they are composed
of the same number of types of atoms but have different

molecular structures and hence, differenc chemical orob-
erties. Butane (CJ! ) has a skeleton consisting of

four carbon atoms Shin may be arranged in two ways:

H H H

1 1
1

HC-C- C- CH H
3
C - C - CH

3 1 1 3 3

H H CH
3

n-butane isobutane

(b) Gel:met/Lica. IsomeAam

Some hydrocarbocis, mainly the alkencE, exhIbt a type of

steroisomerism. TwoButene exists in two configurati(J);17
different foms: the Cis form is the arrangement in whici
the two methyl groups, CH3, are on the same side of the
doable bond. In the trans form, the methyl groups are on
the opposite sides of the double bond.

H CH3 H CH
3

C C

II
11

C C
.,

H CH H C 14

3 3

One is a twisted form of the other.

GG
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(c) Opticat Isamu

Some isomers are mirror images of one another. Though
at first glance they may appear to he identical, they
are not. They are related to or %nother as the right hand
is to the left.

The mirror image of an object is not always different from
the original. For example, the mirror image of a perfectly
spherical unmarked ball is an identical perfectly spherical
unmarked ball. In order for an object's mirror image to
be different from the object itself its top mut be distinct
from its bottom and its left different from its right.
Indeed, anything whose mirror image is different from the
original is said to have the property of "handedness".

But what is the difference in chemical and physical properties
of such two closely related class of molecules? Surely all of
the chemical and physical properties are the same. The only
properties or phenomena that distinguish between them are
those that=reflect_a_property of handedness; and these

are few. One important one is the interaction with
polarized light (light that has a handedness). Consequently,

these isomers are also called "optical" isomers.

E. EXPERMENTAL DETERMINATION OF A.MOLECULAR STRUCTURE

In this chapter we have placed a great deal of importance on the geometrical

structure of the molecules of organic compounds. If we know the molecular

structure of a molecule, we are ab)e to predict something about its chemi-

cal and physical properties. Consequently, the molecular structure of a

compound contains the code for one of its lost essential properties.

But molecules are too small to he seen How does one determine its shape?

As an illustration of how chemist solve such a problem, instead of hydro-

carbons let us use some more reactive substances that contain oxygen. We

choose two that have thc molecular formula C
2
H
6
O. Suppose we have two sam-

ples, one is the liquid ethyl alcohol; the other is a gas named dimethvl

ether. 11w covalent valence rules permit two possible structures for C21160:

6
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H H H H

I 1-
1 1

H -C-C-O-H H-C-O-C-H
/ 1

H I IHII H

Ethyl Alcohol Dimethyl Ether
(I) (II)

How do we distinguish between them? Our problem is to match these structures

with the properties of the two substanoces. A chemist would proceed by stu-'

dying the chemical properties of the two samples. Suppose he finds that

clean sodium metal reacts vigorously with one, giving hydrogen gas and the

compound C2H5ONa. Since only one sodium atom is absorbed into a molecule,

replacing a hydrogen atom we must assume that the hydrogen it replaced occu-

pied a unique position. Otherwise several sodium atoms would have replaced

the several poSitions occupied by the several equivalent hydrogen atoms.

This suggests that this sample of C21160 has the structure indicated in figurc

(I) above. Secondly this first sample is -found to react with HC1 to give w.t-

ter. In this reaction an .0 and an 11 atom have been replaced by a Cl atom,

which suggest that the 0 and H were together in the'ori.:Iinal molecule. This

reinforces the conclusion that our sample is ethyl alcohol.

We need to go no further to assign the first of the above formulas to ethy]

alcohol; so the second must represent dimethyl ether.

Many simple examples of this sort give the organic chemist a backlog 'of in-

formation which enables him to handle more difficult problems. fly investi-

gating the properties of a substanco, an organic chemist can.m;Lke a good

guess at the formula, then narrow down the possibilities with. infornd-

tion obtained from other experiments.

68
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F. PROBLEMS

1. Complete the following reaction equations

2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

fra +[HI)H
C C

H
[

{

H

1-----4:0
H ...-C = C... C H +tH

2
H
$

H H H
$ 1 I

H C C C H
I

H H H

H

H-' C H

H

= C im

H

+1H2

H

C

[H C C 1] + {H
JJ

?

Complete the following reaction equations:

(a) Ethyne + Hydrogen

(b) Methane + Hydrogen

(c) Butere + Hydrogen

Propane + Pydrogen

Proiwne + Hydrogen

Propyne + Hydrogen

6 9

-4
-4
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3. Using the fact that oxygen requires two bonds to join a covalent compound,

give the structural equation equivalel.

(a) CH4 + 202---9CO2 + 2H20

(b) C2H4 + 30T-42CO2 + 2H20

the following reactions:

4. Using the fact that chlorine requires one bond to join a covalent com-

pound(chlorine gas is represented by C12 ) predict the results of

the following reactions ty giving the equation in structural form

(a) Ethene + Chlorine

(b) Ethyne + Chlorine

The Reneral chemical formulas for the alkanes, alkenes, and alkyncr

are C
n
H
2n'

C
n 2n +2

and C
n
H
2n - 2

5. Write the structural formula for a simple representation of each of

of these classes, for example methane, ethene, ethyne. Then transcribe

-the structural formula into a chemical formula. Having done this you

will have the chemical formula for an alkane, an alkene, and an

alkyne. Compare these formulae with the general formula above and

identify which class each general formula represents.

Group the following into hydrocarbon classes, i.e., ( alkanes, alken*F.,

etc,)

6. (a) C100M02

(b)
C61 }!122

(c) C
37

H
72
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APPENDIX

MAGNETIC MODEL OF COVALENTLY BOUND MOLECULE

Using steels balls and toroidal magnets, one can construct a model

of an organic molecule which demonstrates two important features:

Equipment:

(a) Two objects that do not normally attract one another
can be bonded together through their mutual attraction
for a third object.

(b) As a result of a repulsive force between bonds, the
most stable spatial arrangement of the bonds connected
to a single object is one in which the bonds are widely
separated.

One large steel ball
(represents carbon atom)

Four small steel balls, each
represents a bydrogen atom.

Figure lA

7i

toy to represent 'bonds'
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Demonstration of the Bonding Principle

Place. the Large and small ball into contact showing they do not "bind"

together. Then using magnet show it will act as a bond between the balls as

shown below in Figurs.2A .

MAGNET

Figure 2A

Demonstration of the instability of close spatial groups of interacting bonds

Construct a model of methane by binding four small balls to the large

one using the four magnets as shown below.

Figiire 3A

(Note: Arrange the same pole
for all magnets to be
pointing in the same
direction, either toward
Jthe-center,of the_sphere
or outwards].
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Bring all four small balls and their bonds together into as small an area on

the surface of the large ball as possible, holding them in contact. This

arrangment is unstable because when they are released they move apart under

the force of the mutual repulsion of the bonds.

7 n0

1


